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Ryan D8
Priory is a good school to attend as they have green facilities which are also available at break and
lunch times. The food is also very good, and the teachers are supportive.

Ryan D8
Priory is a great school as it has made me feel confident that I can achieve my targets in my GCSEs.
The quality of teaching is of an excellent manor as well as the behaviour throughout the school. I
have full confidence that this is a great school and will continue to improve in the future.

Sam D8
The relationship you build with staff and peers/pupils is unique to Priory

Benjamin D8
Priory is an extremely inspiring place where you work together with teachers and peers to achieve
your goals. The opportunities available at Priory are plentiful as there are a plethora of
extracurricular activities and clubs within the school.

Jenny D8
Priory is a great place to come to. The staff here are kind and always do their best to help. The
classes are fun too and there are also a lot of books in the library.

Olivia D8
I have loved my time at Priory. I have experienced things here I don’t think would have been
possible at another school. I have found Priory to be very advanced, being in the ‘Modern Age’ and
have made many lifelong friends who I hope to be in touch with after I leave school.

May D8
Priory has a very good library and the teachers are very nice.

Johnny D8
Priory is an environment where you can work to achieve your goals, surrounded by professional
individuals. Our teachers at Priory push the pupils to strive for the optimum standard and provide a
sense of community to aid them while they are at Priory.

Pupil anon
Priory is a brilliant place where the campus is well looked after and the quality of teaching is
excellent. I feel safe and confident in the fact that I will perform my GCSEs to a high standards
thanks to the staff’s dedication.

Pupil anon
The facilities and staff are fantastic and I can fully utilise the school to the best of my ability. The
AstroTurf is open to everyone.

Zaiden D8
I like the Hex and the canteen.

Dhruv C5
I enjoy the new Hex block. I also enjoy playing on the 3G AstroTurf, I like spending time with my
friends at lunch and break. I enjoy most of the lessons for example, English, ICT, Maths and Art.

Mary-Jane C5
Here at Priory the teachers are very supportive in helping you achieve your goals.

Louis C5
We are allowed a lot of freedom around the school, we have a lot of inspirational teachers who will
lead you to success. The classrooms are nice which support a safe learning environment.

Georgia C5
Priory has a great school library.

Connor Speirs R3
The teachers here at Priory are always trying to push us to do our best, they are also here to just
listen, which I feel is perfect in a high school.

Verity R3
Priory is an amazing school that supports their students in both academic and creative ways. I have
enjoyed all my years here.

Fawaz R3
Priory has a room for Year 11s to go to at break and lunch, it’s nice to have a space of your own.

Jayden R3
The humanities block is good for learning and has good teachers.

Josh R3
Priory is a good modern school with kind staff and good facilities.

Thomas Rodgers R3
I like the open school policy.

Numair R3
I like the opportunities and resources Priory has to offer.

Thomas R3
I like the lessons because they are enjoyable and structured.

Nathan R3
Priory has a good sense of community that makes me feel safe and welcome. The teachers such as
Mr Kenrick are funny and helpful.

Pupil Anon
Priory has an open school policy that allows pupils to enjoy the warmth and enables us to complete
excess work.

Kate R3
Priory’s open school policy allows pupils to enjoy and make good use of the many facilities our
school has to offer. From working on current topics in lessons, to socialising with friends.

Liam R3
The teachers help you out and everyone makes you feel welcome.

Amber R3
Some of the staff are supportive and I appreciate the fact that the school gave me a chance to
receive my rightful education.

Akalvily R3
The teachers are amazing and hardworking. They are always pushing me so that I can achieve the
best of my abilities.

Alicia R3
They have nice gardens, and the teachers are nice.

Cara R3
Priory is a great school with an amazing variety of lessons that will push you to do your best.

Melissa-May R3
We have a great ICT facility and the best teachers. My favourite teacher is Mr Graham; a technology
teacher.

Joe R3
Priory runs great PHSE sessions where you learn valuable skill to help you when you leave.

Dedunu R1
I like Penwortham Priory Academy because the staff are very supportive.

Fay R1
I like Penwortham Priory Academy because I enjoy the lessons and the teachers are supportive and
want me to aim for excellence.

Pupil Anon
I like how the school is very down to earth, and the teachers are caring and helpful. I also like Priory
because Mr Henshaw has helped me greatly in maths.

Pupil Anon
I like Priory because it’s a small school and offers loads of support. The staff are always helpful.

Pupil Anon
Priory is a great school which improves by the second! With challenging work and helpful teachers.

Pupil Anon
I like the staff they are fun.

Ibrahim R1
Priory is an amazing school. The teachers are caring and friendly. The education is outstanding.

Ben R1
Penwortham Priory Academy is a great school with good teachers and lots of opportunities.

Pupil Anon
I like Penwortham Priory Academy because my form tutor Mr Henshaw offers me help and gives me
support.

Andrew R1
Priory is a good school and lessons are interesting, there is plenty of opportunities.

Pupil Anon
I like Penwortham Priory Academy because the teachers are supportive.

Pupil Anon
I like how focused and caring the teachers are.

Pupil Anon
I like Penwortham Priory Academy because the staff are supportive.

Harry R1
I love Priory the atmosphere is friendly, and the teachers are great.

Ethan R1
I like Priory because they push you to better yourself and accomplish the most you can. The
atmosphere is great and the teachers are supportive.

Jenna D3
The teachers are always supportive of any problems you might have. Priory is also a great school
where you can always have fun.

Luke C5
I enjoy the facilities that the school provides.

Jack C5
I enjoy the new Hex facility because I have picked Computer Science as an option and the last
computer room was a lot harder to work and concentrate in. I love the fact that the rooms are big
and open, so we don’t feel cramped or too close together. The teachers are very inspirational and
helpful to me and have really helped with my journey through Priory.

Jo-Ann C5
I enjoy seeing my friends, and I enjoy most of my lessons. The teachers challenge me to make sure I
will achieve my target.

Sian C5
Priory is a great school because of the help and support given by the teachers/staff and the facilities
they are willing to give us in order to help us learn more efficiently.

James C5
The school is very nice due to all the teachers, it also has a calming atmosphere.

Liam C5
I think we are lucky to study at Priory Penwortham Academy the facilities are very good. The
teachers are lovely and organise fun activities for us to do.

Callum C5
I enjoy the new Hex block and most of my lessons, for example English, ICT, Technology and Maths. I
really like playing on the 3G AstroTurf pitch and seeing my friends.

